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	Developed by Jean-Paul Benzérci more than 30 years ago, correspondence analysis as a framework for analyzing data quickly found widespread popularity in Europe. The topicality and importance of correspondence analysis continue, and with the tremendous computing power now available and new fields of application emerging, its significance is greater than ever.

	

	Correspondence Analysis and Data Coding with Java and R clearly demonstrates why this technique remains important and in the eyes of many, unsurpassed as an analysis framework. After presenting some historical background, the author presents a theoretical overview of the mathematics and underlying algorithms of correspondence analysis and hierarchical clustering. The focus then shifts to data coding, with a survey of the widely varied possibilities correspondence analysis offers and introduction of the Java software for correspondence analysis, clustering, and interpretation tools. A chapter of case studies follows, wherein the author explores applications to areas such as shape analysis and time-evolving data. The final chapter reviews the wealth of studies on textual content as well as textual form, carried out by Benzécri and his research lab. These discussions show the importance of correspondence analysis to artificial intelligence as well as to stylometry and other fields.

	

	This book not only shows why correspondence analysis is important, but with a clear presentation replete with advice and guidance, also shows how to put this technique into practice. Downloadable software and data sets allow quick, hands-on exploration of innovative correspondence analysis applications.
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The Exploit: A Theory of Networks (Electronic Mediations)University of Minnessota, 2007
It is our intention in this book to avoid the limits of academic writing in favor of a more experimental, speculative approach. To that end, we adopt a two - tier format. Throughout Part I, “Nodes,” you will find a number of condensed, italicized headers that are glued together with more standard prose. For quick immersion, we suggest...
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IP for 3G: Networking Technologies for Mobile CommunicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
What is an 'all-IP' network? What difference will IP networking make to 3G services? 

 Third Generation (3G) mobile offers access to broadband multimedia services - and in the future most of these, even voice and video, will be IP-based. However 3G networks are not based on IP technologies, rather they are an evolution from existing 2G...
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Hermeneutics as Critique: Science, Politics, Race, and Culture (New Directions in Critical Theory, 72)Columbia University Press, 2021

	Hermeneutics has frequently been dismissed as useful only for literary and textual analysis. Some consider it to be Eurocentric or inherently relativistic and thus unsuited to social critique. Lorenzo C. Simpson offers a persuasive and powerful argument that hermeneutics is a valuable tool not only for critical theory but also for robustly...
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Defenses Against the Dark Arts: The Political Education of Harry Potter and His Friends (Politics, Literature, & Film)Lexington Books, 2021

	
		As the publishing sensation of the last half-century, Harry Potter dominates early education in politics. Children, tweens, teens, and adults love it; and most students come to college knowing at least some of it. This dark fantasy analyzes politics in strikingly practical...
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An Introduction to Programming With C++Course Technology PTR, 2010

	An Introduction to Programming with C++, Sixth Edition uses the C++ programming
	language to teach programming concepts. Th is book is designed for
	a beginning programming course. Although the book provides instructions for
	using the Microsoft® Visual C++® and Dev-C++ compilers, it can be used with
	most C++ compilers, often...
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Google Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips & ToolsO'Reilly, 2003
Google Hacks is a collection of industrial-strength, real-world, tested solutions to practical problems. This concise book offers a variety of interesting ways for power users to mine the enormous amount of information that Google has access to, and helps you have fun while doing it.  You'll learn clever and...
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